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Tender document
UR-00305.02.01
Project « Zurich Trams for Vinnytsia (Phase II) », 
purchase of 2952 meters of tram rails in meter -gauge 
(type R62R2 or NT1)
This tender is conducted in accordance with the Federal Law on Public Procurement (Bundesgesetz
über das öffentliche Beschaffungswesen, BöB). Direct communication between the Bidders and the
Representative of the Procuring Unit (Rubi Bahntechnik) is forbidden during the entire procedure.
Also, there is no right of appeal (Art. 52 para. 5 BöB).

Rubi Bahntechnik (RBT) is mandated by the Swiss State Secretariat for Economic Affairs (SECO) as
the Implementation Consultant for the project “Zurich Trams for Vinnytsia (Phase II)”. In this tender,
RBT acts as the Procuring and Contracting Unit on behalf of the Beneficiary, the Vinnytsia Public
Transport Company (VTC). RBT will sign the contract on behalf of VTC.
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 Terms and abbreviations

Term/abbreviation Definition
BöB Federal Law on Public Procurement (Bundesgesetz über das

öffentliche Beschaffungswesen, SR 172.056.1)
CAC Criteria fort the award of contract
CE Criteria for eligibility
Procuring Unit VTC, Vinnytsia Public Transport Company, represented by the

Implementation Consultant Rubi Bahntechnik. Financed by the State
Secretariat for Economic Affairs (SECO)

Organizing Unit Rubi Bahntechnik (RBT), Rautistrasse 12, 8047 Zürich
SECO State Secretariat for Economic Affairs
Simap Information system concerning public tenders in Switzerland (simap.ch)
TS Technical specifications
VöB Ordinance on Public Procurement (Verordnung über das öffentliche

Beschaffungswesen, SR 172.056.11)
VTC Vinnytsia Public Transport Company

 Introduction and purpose of the document

The present document describes the objectives of this tender. It settles the form and procedures of the
submission of bids and serves, together with the legal foundation, as basis for the tendering
procedure.

The legal base is the following:

- Federal Law on Public Procurement (Bundesgesetz vom 21. Juni 2019 über das öffentliche
Beschaffungswesen, BöB, SR 172.056.1)

- Ordinance on Public Procurement (Verordnung vom 12. Februar 2020 über das öffentliche
Beschaffungswesen, VöB, SR 172.056.11)

The present tender is conducted as an Open Procedure according to BöB. There is no right of appeal
under this procedure (Art. 52 para. 5 BöB).

Within the framework of its co-operation between Switzerland and Ukraine, the Swiss Government,
represented by the State Secretariat for Economic Affairs (SECO), is providing financial assistance on
a grant basis for the project “Zurich Trams for Vinnytsia (Phase II)” (hereinafter referred to as the
Project). The Project was formally approved by the Swiss authorities in 2020. A bilateral project
agreement between the governments of Switzerland and Ukraine has been in force since 2021.

Rubi Bahntechnik (RBT), Rautistrasse 55, Zurich, is the Implementation Consultant (hereinafter
referred to as Consultant) of SECO, entrusted with the consultancy services related to the
implementation of the Project, and acting as Procuring Unit in this tender. The formal purchaser
(beneficiary) is Vinnytsia Public Transport Company (VTC), represented by Rubi Bahntechnik (RBT).
The tendered tramrails are financed by SECO in the framework of the Project.

3 Background and description of the material and services to be provided

3.1 Background

In the framework of the Project, there is an urgent need of 2952 meters of grooved tramrails (type
R62R2 or NT1) to complete the renewal of tramrails in Batozka Street. The renewal works had to be
stopped after the outbreak of the Russian war of aggression as the designated Russian supplier was
no longer allowed to deliver tramrails to Vinnytsia.

Batozka Street is currently an open construction site and cannot be used by public transportation as
well as by private vehicles. Thus, the tramrails should be delivered as soon as possible.
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3.2 Description of the material and services to be provided

Provision of goods: Bidders are invited to submit a binding offer for the production and provision to
transport of 2952 meters of metre-gauge (18 meters) grooved certified (ISO 9001) tramrails type
R62R2 or NT1 and 20 connector plates as described, to be collected at the factory gate / the defined
delivery point, loaded by the Supplier on trucks.

3.3 Technical specification

Applicable norms: The specification is based on the norm EN 14811.

Type of rail: Grooved tramrail of the type R62R2. As alternative tramrail, the type NT1. Drawings of
the rail types are showed in Appendix 4

Material: Steel grade for R62R2 is R260; Steel grade for NT1 is 900A

Length of the rails: 18 m

Quantity of rails: 164 pieces à 18 meters

Holes in the rail: Holes for connector plates as offered. They have to be applied on all rails.

Connector plate (Fish plate/rail joint connector): Set of connector plate for the offered rail (R62R2
or NT1). One set includes an inner and an outer fishplate, fishbolts, fishnuts and washers.

Quantity of connector sets (Fish plate/rail joint connector): 20 sets

Quality documents to be delivered with the rails: Certificate to confirm that the quality of the rails is
according to the norm EN14811 and the specification in the tender documents. Certificate of tensile
strength Rm in MPa, hardness HBW on the running surface and the chemical composition of the steel
charge (melt). These documents must be handed out together with the delivery papers when the rails
and connector sets will be picked up at the factory gate or defined delivery point.

Warranty: Three years1.

3.4 Modalities of the delivery

Delivery point and take-over: The tramrails connector sets are collected by Vinnytsia Public
Transport Company (VTC) at the Supplier’s factory gate or the defined delivery point in three
transports with three trucks in each. Bidders must define a delivery point in Ukraine, Poland, Slovakia,
the Czech Republic, Hungary, Romania, Bulgaria or Moldova.

The Supplier loads the rails and connector plates on the trucks at the agreed date and time. VTC
collects the rails and connector plates at the agreed date and time in three transports, no later than
two months after completion of the production.

The Supplier informs VTC two weeks before the earliest possible delivery date of each lot. VTC then
organises the transport and agrees on the date and time for the loading of the rails at the factory gate
or defined delivery point.

Non-mandatory option for a delivery to Vinnytsia: As an option, Bidders have the possibility to offer
a delivery directly to a given unloading point in Vinnytsia, where the rails would be unloaded by VTC.
The Bidder has to specify under which conditions this option is valid (e.g. in any case or only in case of
a cease-fire or peace agreement in the ongoing war). Considering the situation of uncertainty, it is
recommended that bidders also offer a delivery option outside Ukraine.

1 On request of the supplier the period of warranty can be reduced to one year provided that he agrees on a joint
mission of four days to supervise the quality of the rails while mounting them in Vinnytsia. These costs (including
the ones for Rubi Bahntrechnik) would have to be included in the offered price.
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Time schedule: Bidders must specify in their offer the approximate delays (with a tolerance of
15 days) for the production and provision of each lot of the rails. Given the urgency of the delivery, the
offered delivery dates are among the criteria of award.

3.5 Tender modalities

The offer includes the production and provision of 2952 meters of tramrails and 20 connector sets in
the given technical specification and quality and the provision at the factory gate/defined loading point,
including loading on the trucks.

In case of a delivery option to Vinnytsia, it includes the production and provision of 2952 meters of
tramrails and 20 connector sets in the given technical specification and quality and the transport to a
given unloading point in Vinnytsia by truck, where the rails are unloaded by VTC.

 Requirements: conditions for participation, eligibility criteria

4.1 Requirements

All companies with sufficient commercial and technical capability that meet the following conditions for
participation (eligibility criteria) are invited to submit a tender in Euro (EUR).

4.2 Eligibility criteria and evidence

- The bidder is ISO-certified (ISO 9001).
- The bidder must be registered in the Commercial Register of the country of his origin.
- The offer must be complete and must be submitted on time.
- The bidder can guarantee a delivery point in Poland, Slovakia, the Czech Republic, Hungary,

Romania, Bulgaria or Moldova. A delivery point in Ukraine (in a safe area under the control of
the legitimate Ukrainian Government) can be designated as an option.

- The production and provision must be carried out within the offered timelines. The readiness
to deliver must be confirmed (Appendix 1).

- Signature of the form regarding compliance with workplace health and safety provisions,
employment conditions, notification and authorisation duties in accordance with the IEA, equal
pay for men and women, environmental law and anti-corruption rules (see Appendix 2)

- Signature of the form concerning the measures taken by the Swiss Government in relation to
the situation in Ukraine and in particular the implementation of the current status of the
Ordinance on Measures in Relation with the Situation in Ukraine of March 4, 2022 (see
Appendix 6; see also Appendix 2 to the contract).

 Award criteria

5.1 Overview

The contract will be awarded, based on the following criteria (see point 6.2 for the taxonomy):

No. Specification Max. points Weight in %
1 Price (formula see 6.3) 70 70%
2 References: experience in the production of

certified tramrails, grooved
10 10%

3 Transport distance between the delivery
point and Vinnytsia

10 10%

4 Delivery time 10 10%
Total Maximum points 100 100%

Detailed scoring of the tenders will be done based on the award criteria. These points will result in the
final ranking list.
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5.2 Fulfilment of the requirements catalogue

The requirements listed in Appendix 1 must be answered and formulated completely, clearly and in
detail. The corresponding documents and evidence must be enclosed where specified. Although
references to other documents are permitted, such references must precisely cite the relevant
document section(s). If a requirement is divided into individual points, all of these points must be
addressed in detail. The information requested in Appendix 3 “price sheet” must be filled in completely
and comprehensively and be quoted in Euro (EUR).

N.B.: The Procuring Unit reserves the right to verify the content of the documentation and/or
information referred to by the bidder in the bid and to request additional information from the bidder if
necessary. If the responses are unclear or incomprehensible or if the required information or
documents are not available or inadequate, the bidder’s answer may receive a lower rating as a result.

6 Evaluation

6.1 Timeline of the tender and the evaluation

The steps up to the evaluation decision and contract are as follows:

Publication on RBT’s website and mirroring on SIMAP October 11, 2022

Delay to hand in written questions October 26, 2022, 12h00

Deadline for the submission of the offer November 14, 2022, 15h00

Opening and control of the completeness November 15, 2022

Award of contract Around December 3, 2022

Signing of the contract (expected) Until December 20, 2022

6.2 Taxonomy of the evaluation criteria

Criteria Max points Awarded points
Price 70 According to the formula in point 6.3

References: Experience
in the production of
certified tramrails

10 Two reference-projects (minimal delivery of 2500
meters of ISO-certified grooved tram rails in the last
five years) give 10 points, one reference project
5 points.

Transport distance:
Distance between factory
gate/delivery point and
Vinnytsia (road distance)

10 The nearest provider gets 7 points. For each 150 km
of additional distance (road) there is a deduction of
1 point. A delivery directly to Vinnytsia (to a given
address) gives a bonus of 3 points* (makes a total of
10 points for direct delivery).

Delivery time 10 The bidder with the minimal delivery time (average
time over the lots) is awarded with 10 points. The
following bidders get a deduction of 1 point for each
15 days of additional delivery time.
Delivery time: Number of days between signing the
contract and the first possible date of collection of the
tramrails at the factory gate for Lot 1, Lot 2 and Lot 3
(average delivery time).

* The three bonus points are awarded for bidders who can guarantee a delivery to a delivery point in Vinnytsia under the present
situation. In case of a peace-time (or cease-fire) option only, no extra points are awarded for the option.
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6.3 Evaluation of the offer price

The relevant price for the calculation of the points is the offered price for 2952 meters of tramrails
(length: 18 meters), including loading on the truck at the factory gate / designated delivery point.

In the comparison of all bidders, the most advantageous offer receives the maximum number of
points. The award of points to the following bidders is evaluated according to the formula hereinafter:

2

Example (with no connection to what RBT expects as offer):

- Offer Bidder A: CHF 400’000
- Offer Bidder B: CHF 450’000
- Offer Bidder C: CHF 550’000

The award of points for the criterion price are the following:

- Offer Bidder A: 70 points (maximum)
- Offer Bidder B: 55.3 points (= 400 / 450) *(400 / 450) * 70
- Offer Bidder C: 37 points (= 400 / 550) *(400 / 550) * 70

7 Structure of the offer

7.1 General

In the interest of a fair and efficient evaluation, the bidders are requested to respect the following
structure for their offer.

7.2 Tender structure

Chapter Content Reference in the
tender
documents

1 Company profile (max. 2 pages A4):
- Headquarters and production plants
- Legal form
- Fields of activity
- Experience in the production of tramrails (reference

projects)
- In case of subcontractors, a description of their legal form

is required
- ISO-certification

2 Acceptance and legally binding signature of the catalogue of
requirements, including registration(s) in the Commercial Register

Use the forms
mentioned in
Appendix 1, 2 and
6

3 Legally binding signature of the self-declaration 1 and self-
declaration 2

See Appendix 2
and Appendix 6

4 Financial offer with legally binding signature and delivery
schedule (in days after signing the contract), including the time-
line for the delivery.

Use the form in
Appendix 3

Price of the most advantageous
offer

70 Points *
Price of the offer
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7.3 The financial offer

Table: Overview of the tendered services. For your offer, please use the form in Appendix 3.

Item Unit Offer in CHF
excl. VAT per
unit

Remarks

Delivery of 2952 meters of certified
tram rails (ISO 9001), according to
the technical specification, including
loading on the trucks

2952 m

Delivery of 20 connector plates (each
with an inner and an outer
fishplate, fishbolts, fishnuts and
washers)

20

Furthermore, Bidders should define their storage costs, in case the tramrails cannot be collected by
VTC at the delivery point specified in the offer within two months after production (in case of security
problems or government restrictions). This is for information only, with no influence on the taxonomy.

As an option (not mandatory), Bidders are also invited to offer a direct delivery to Vinnytsia (formulated
as additional costs to the offered price for the delivery at the delivery point specified in the offer).

7.4 Volume of contract

Production and provision of 2952 meters of certified tramrails (length: 18 meters), according to the
technical specification and the described quality criteria and 20 sets of rail connectors, including
loading on the trucks at the factory gate / designated delivery point.

7.5 Requirements for the offer

7.5.1 The offer includes information on the binding price for 2952 meters of certified (ISO 9001)
tramrails according to Appendix 3, and 20 sets of rail connectors, delivery at a specified delivery point,
including loading on the trucks. All the prices must be stipulated in Euro (excl. VAT).

7.5.2 The delivery point, to be specified by the Bidder, must be in Poland, the Czech Republic,
Slovakia, Hungary, Romania, Bulgaria, Moldova or Ukraine.

7.5.2 The offer must include a time-plan for the production and provision at the factory gate / the
delivery point (to be collected in three lots), counting from the date of signature of the contract. The
offer confirms that the delivery can be made according to that schedule (confirmation in Appendix 1).

7.5.3 The offer specifies any subcontractors.

7.5.4 The offer includes references, proving the experience of the company in the production of
certified (ISO 9001) tramrails. Meter-gauge is a bonus.

7.5.5 Format: The financial offer shall be concise, according to the form in Appendix 3.

7.5.6 There must be proof for the ISO-certification.
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8  Structure of the offer

8.1 Contracting authority

8.1.1 Official name and address of the contracting authority (= Procuring Unit):

Vinnytsia Public Transport Company (VTC), represented by the Implementation Consultant:

Rubi Bahntechnik
Martin Haefliger / Luigi Santi
Rautistrasse 12
8047 Zürich
Switzerland

8.1.2 Offers must be sent to the address below (Implementation Consultant):

Rubi Bahntechnik
«Tender Tramrails Vinnytsia»
Rautistrasse 12
8047 Zürich
Switzerland

8.2 Written questions

Questions that arise when preparing the tender can be submitted to RBT. Please send an e-mail
simultaneously to both addresses mentioned below:

martin.haefliger@rubi-bahntechnik.ch
luigi.santi@rubi-bahntechnik.ch

The deadline is October 26, 2022, 12h00 (noon). Questions submitted after this deadline will not be
answered.

8.3 Deadline and formal requirements for the submission of the offer

The complete offer must be delivered to the address given in section 8.1.2 (Rubi Bahntechnik,
Rautistrasse 12, 8047 Zurich, marked “Tender tramrails Vinnytsia")) by latest

November 14, 15h00 (3 pm)

The offer must be handed in in the following form:

- Two paper copies of the complete offer (one copy labelled “original”, one copy labelled “copy”)
to Rubi Bahntechnik, Rautistrasse 12, 8047 Zurich, marked “Tender Tramrails Vinnytsia”.

- One USB-stick with the complete offer in pdf-format, unencrypted and not zipped. Alternatively
to the USB-stick, the pdf-files can be send by e-mail to martin.haefliger@rubi-bahntechnik.ch
and luigi.santi@rubi-bahntechnik.ch (simultaneously to both addresses).

The official opening hours of RBT’s reception desk are the following: 08h30 to 12h00 and 14h00 to
16h00.

In all cases, the bidder must secure evidence that the offer was submitted on time. Any offers
submitted after the deadline will not be considered and will be returned to the bidder.

8.4 Terms of the contract

Contract valid from January 1, 2023, until the completed delivery and payment (see Draft contract in
Appendix 5)
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8.5 Type of procedure

Open procedure according to BöB, with reduced submission delays

8.6 Subcontracting

Subcontracting is not possible for the core process of the production of the rails. Other services such
as transport or the purchase of the raw-material (steel etc.) can be subcontracted. This must be
specified in the offer. If the bid involves subcontractors for contract performance, the bidder will
assume overall responsibility. The bidder must list all subcontractors involved, together with their
assigned roles. The characteristic service must be provided by the bidder.

8.7 Incomplete offers

Offers covering only a part of the contract or variants are not admissible and cannot be considered.

8.8 Payment conditions and Advance Payment Security

30% advance payment before the start of production, the other 70% thirty days after delivery and
receipt of the final invoice.

The successful tenderer shall furnish, within twenty-eight (28) days after receipt of the notification of
award, an Advance Payment Security (covering the sum of the advance payment of 30% of the
contract sum) such as shown in Appendix 3 to the draft contract or in another form acceptable to the
Procuring Unit.

Failure of the successful tenderer to comply with this requirement shall constitute sufficient grounds for
the annulment of the award and forfeiture of the advance payment security (contractual penalty), in
which event the Procuring Unit may make the award to the second most advantageous tenderer.

8.9 Multiple applications

Multiple applications, also of subcontractors, are not allowed.

8.10 Language

The application must be submitted in English language.

The tender documents are available in English language only.

Questions can be submitted in German, French, Italian or English languages. They will be answered in
English language only.

8.11 Validity of the offers

Until March 31, 2023

8.12 Terms of contract

See Draft contract in Appendix 5

8.13 Examination and adjustment of the offers

The offers will be examined by RBT according to Article 38, BöB. An adjustment of the offer is only
possible in accordance with Article 39, BöB on explicit request of the contracting authority.
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8.14 Confidentiality

The parties shall treat as confidential all facts and information that are neither obvious nor generally
accessible and for which, by their nature, there is an interest in maintaining confidentiality in good
faith. In case of doubt, facts and information are to be treated confidentially. The confidentiality
obligation shall exist before the contract is concluded and shall persist after termination of the
contractual relationship. The parties undertake to adopt all measures that are commercially
reasonable and technically and organisationally possible to ensure that confidential facts and
information are effectively protected from access and knowledge by unauthorised parties.

The confidentiality obligation will not apply for the contracting authority if it is obliged to publish the
following facts and information: name and address of the service provider, object of the procurement
and value of the contract, tender procedure carried out, date of contract conclusion and
commencement, and timeframe of contract execution. This shall be without prejudice to the mandatory
duties of disclosure under Swiss law (e.g., as per the Freedom of Information Act, the Public
Procurement Act and the Public Procurement Ordinance).

Without the written consent of the Procuring Unit, the service provider may not advertise the fact that
cooperation exists or existed with the Procuring Unit, and the service provider may not list the
Procuring Unit as a reference either.

The contracting authority may pass on confidential information of the Bidder within the administration
of the Swiss Confederation, if necessary.

8.15 Integrity clause

The bidder and the contracting authority undertake to take all necessary measures to prevent
corruption, in particular that no payments, gifts, or other advantage will be offered or accepted.

In the event of failure to comply with the integrity clause, the bidder will have to pay the contracting
authority a penalty amounting to 10% of the total contract value, but at least CHF 3,000 per violation.

The bidder acknowledges that violation of the integrity clause will generally lead to withdrawal of the
award and to early termination of the contract by the contracting authority for good cause.

8.16 Other information

The above is subject to the Project being ready for procurement and the availability of the credits. The
contract may be suspended in case of political or civil unrest, war or other reasons that forces SECO
to interrupt the Project. In such case SECO is responsible for the payment of the contractor’s accrued
costs.

 Appendices

No Description To be filled in
by the bidder

For
information

1 Catalogue of requirements X

2 Self-declaration 1 X

3 Form for the financial offer X

4 Drawings of the tramrails’ profile X

5 Draft contract X

6 Self-declaration 2 X
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Appendix 1: Catalogue of requirements, to be signed by the bidder

To be printed out and filled in and signed by hand

Criteria Remark Answer
Our company is registered in the
Commercial register
Country of registration

Add a copy of the
registration to the appendix

¨ yes ¨ no
In ………………………
…………………………

We can guarantee the delivery of the
tramrails according to the delays outlined
in our offer.

Add the signed present
document to the appendix

¨ yes ¨ no

We abide by the national and international
laws and regulations on labour standards
and ecological standards.

Add the signed Appendix 2
to the appendix

¨ yes ¨ no

We agree on and abide by the Integrity
Clause under point 8.1.6

¨ yes ¨ no

We agree on the principles of non-
discrimination (gender, origin, colour of
skin, religious believes, sexual orientation)

Add the signed Appendix 2
to the appendix

¨ yes ¨ no

We acknowledge and abide by the
measures taken by the Swiss
Government in relation to the situation in
Ukraine and in particular the
implementation of the current status of the
Ordinance on Measures in Relation with
the Situation in Ukraine of March 4, 2022
(SR 946.231.176.72).

Add the signed Appendix 6
to the appendix

¨ yes ¨ no

Only in case of subcontractors:
We can ensure that our subcontractor is
abiding by the above stipulated principles
(International labour standards and
ecological standards, integrity clause and
principles of non-discrimination).

¨ yes ¨ no
Name of subcontractor:
………………………

We shall furnish within twenty-eight (28)
days after receipt of the notification of
award an Advance Payment Security
such as shown in Appendix 3 to the Draft
contract or in another form, acceptable to
Procuring Unit.

¨ yes ¨ no

Signatures and company stamp:

…………………………..                                                                       …………………………………
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Appendix 2: Self-declaration 1…

…regarding compliance with workplace health and safety provisions, employment conditions,
notification and authorisation duties in accordance with the IEA, equal pay for men and women,

environmental law and anti-corruption rules

See: https://www.bkb.admin.ch/bkb/de/home/themen/selbstdeklarationen-bkb.html

Please download, fill in and sign the form. You may use the form in German, French or English.
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Appendix 3: Form for the financial offer and the delay of production

To be printed out and filled in and signed by hand

Item Unit Offer in EUR
excl. VAT (unit)

Remarks

A) Delivery of 2’952 meters of
certified tram rails (ISO 9001),
according to the technical
specification, including loading on the
trucks

2’952 meters Length of the rails 18 meters

B) Connector sets 20 sets One set includes an inner and
an outer fishplate, fishbolts,
fishnuts and washers

Total offer (A + B) Delivered and loaded on the
truck at the address given
below

In case of safety problems in Ukraine:

C) Storage costs in case the tramrails
cannot be collected by VTC within
two months after production

Per month
storage for
990 meters of
rail (55 pieces
of 18 meters).

Just for information, with no
influence on the taxonomy

The delivery will take place in / at (exact address):

Place and country: …………………………………………………………………..

Address: …………………………………………………………………………….…

We offer the production of tramrails according to the following time-line (in days after signing the
contract):

Delivery of Delivery date
in days after
signing the
contract

Quantity (in
meters)*

Remarks

First batch of tramrails

Second batch of tramrails

Third batch of tramrails*
* The delivery is in three batches between 972 and 990 meters

The following penalty will be applied in case of a delay in delivery of more than 30 days:

Delay of Penalty
30 to 60 days 0.75% of the agreed price

60 to 90 days Additional 1,00% of the agreed
price

More than 90 days, per 30
days

Additional 1,25%
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Option (not mandatory): Delivery to a given unloading point in Vinnytsia, unloading by VTC

D) Additional costs (in addition
to the price offered for a
delivery at the mentioned
delivery point; A+B in the
above table) for a direct
delivery to a given unloading
point in Vinnytsia with
unloading by VTC.

EUR Conditionality
¨ possible under the
present conditions
¨ possible in case of a
cease fire only

¨…………………
………………………

Signatures and company stamp:

…………………………..                                                                       …………………………………
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Appendix 4: Drawing of the tram rails profile

Drawing R62R2
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R62R2 and NT1 overview table

Drawing NT1
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Appendix 5: Draft contract

See separate document
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Appendix 6: Self-declaration 2


